
TWO
CAN COMPUTE,RS THINK ?

In the previous chapter, I provided at least the outlines o{'a
solution to the so-called 'mind-body problem'. Though we

do not know in detail how the brain functions, we do know
enough to have an idea ol the general relationships between

brain processes and mental processes. Mental processes are

caused by the behaviour of elements olthe brain. At the same

time, they are realised in the structure that is made up of those

elements. I think this answer is consistent with the standard
biological approaches to biological phenomena. Indeed, it is

a kind ol commonsense answer to the question, given what
we know about how the world works. However, it is very much
a minority point ol view. The prevailing view in philosophy,
psychology, and artificial intelligence is one which empha-
sises the analogies between the functioning o1- the human
brain and the functioning of digitai computers. According to
the most extreme version of this view, the brain isjust a digital
computer and the mind is just a computer program. One
could summarise this View I cali it 'strong artificial intelli-
gence', or'strong et'-- by saying that the mind is to the brain,
as the program is to the computer hardware .

This view has the consequence that there is nothing essen-

tially biological about the human mind. The brain just hap-
pens to be one of an indefinitely large number of different
kinds of hardware computers that could sustain the programs
which make up human inte Llige nce . On this view, any physical
system whatever that had the right program with the right
inputs and outputs lr'ould have a mind in exactly the same

sense that you and I have minds. So, for example, if you made
:r computer out of'old beer cans powered by windmills; i{'it

had the right program, it would have to have a mind. And
the point is not that for all we know it might have thoughts and
lbelings, but rather that it must have thoughts and feelings,
because that is all there is to havins thoughts and leelings:
implementing the right proeram.

Most people who hold this view tl'rink we have not yet
designed programs which are minds. But there is pretty much
general agreement among them that it's only a matter of'time
until computer scientists and wclrkcrs in artificial intelligence
design the appropriate hardware and prosrams which will be
the equivalent of human brains and minds. 'I'hese will be
artificial brains and minds which are in every way the equi-
valent of human brains and minds.

Many people outside o1'the field o1'artificial intelliscnce are
quite amazed to discover that anybody could believc such a
view as this. So, belbre criticising it, let me give you a {bw
examples of the things that people in this field have actually
said. Herbert Simon of Carneeie-Mellon University says that
we already have machines that can literally think. There is
no question of waiting for some future machine, because
existing digital computers already have thoushts in exactly
the same sense that you and I do. Well, fancy that ! Philo-
sophers have been worried for centuries about whether or not a
machine could think, and now we discover that they already
have such machines at Carnegie-Mellon. Simon's colleague
Alan Newell claims that we have now discovered (and notice
that Newell says 'discovered' and not 'hypothesised, or
'corisidered the possibility', but we have discouered'; that inteili-
gence is just a matter oI'physical symbol manipulation;it has
no essential connection with any specific kind of biological or
physical wetware or hardware. Rather, any system whatever
that is capable ol manipuiating physical symbols in the right
way is capable olintellisence in the same literal sense as human
intelligence of human beings. Both Simon and Newell, to
their credit, emphasise that there is nothing metaphorical
about these claims; they mean them quite literallv. Freeman
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I )vsorr is rluotcd as having said that computers have an advan-
lrq('()v(:r thc rest of'us when it comes to evolution. Since
cons<:iousness is just a matter of formal processes, in computers
tlrcse fbrmal processes can go on in substances that are much
llcLtcr able to survive in a universe that is cooling off than
bcings like ourselves made of our wet and messy materials.
Marvin Minsky of mrr says that the next generation o{'com-
puters will be so intelligent that we will 'be lucky i{'they are

willing to keep us around the house as houschold pets'. My
all-time favourite in the literature o1-exagpJerated claims on
behalf of the digital computer is fior.- John McCarthy, the
inventor of'the term 'artificial intciirgence'. McCarthy savs

even 'machines as simple as thermostats can be said to have

belieli'. And indeed, according to him, almost any machine
capable of problem-solving can be said to have belieli. I
admire McCarthv's courase . I once asked him: 'What belieli
does your thermostat have ?' And he said: 'My thermostat
has three belielb - it's too hot in here, it's too cold in here, and
it's just right in here.'As a philosopher, I like ail these claims

lbr a simple reason. Unlike most philosophical theses, they are

reasonably clear, and they admit ol a sirnple and decisive
refutation. It is this relutation that I am going to undertake
in this chapter.

The nature of the refutation has nothing whatever to do with
anv particular stage of computer technology. It is important
to emphasise this point because the temptation is alwavs to
think that the solution to our problems must wait on some as

yet uncreated technological wonder. But in fact, the nature of'

the refutation is completely independent of' any state 01

technology. It has to do with the very definition of a cligital
computer, with what a digital computer is.

It is essential lo our conception of a digital computer that
its operations can be specified pureiy {brmally; that is, we

specifl the steps in the operation o{'the computer in terms of
abstract symbols - sequences ol-zeroes and ones printed on a
tape, lbr exampLe. A typical computer 'rule' will determine
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that when a machine is in a certain state and it has a certairr
symbol on its tape, then it will perform a certain operation
such as erasing the symbol or printing another symbol and
then enter another state such as moving the tape one square
to the left. But the symbols have no meaning; they have no
semantic content; they are not about anything. They have to
be specified purely in terms of their lbrmal or syntactical
structure. The zeroes and ones, for example, are just num-
erals; they don't even stand for numbers. Indeed, it is this
leature o{'digital computers that makes them so powerful.
One and the same type of hardware, if it is appropriately
designed, can be used to run an indefinite range of different
programs. And one and the same program can be run on an
indefinite range of different types of hardwares.

But this {-eature of'programs, that they are defined purely
fbrmally or syntactically, is latal to the view that mental
processes and program processes are identical. And the reason
can be stated quite simply. There is more to having a mind
than having formal or syntactical processes. Our internal
mental states, by definition, have certain sorts of contents. If
I am thinking about Kansas City or wishing that I had a cold
beer to drink or wondering if there will be a fall in interest
rates, in each case my mental state has a certain mental con-
tent in addition to whatever lbrmal features it might have.
That is, even if my thoughts occur to me in strings oI'symbols,
there must be more to the thought than the abstract strings,
because strings by themselves can't have any meaning. If my
thoughts are to be about anything, then the strings must have
a meaning which makes the thoughts about those things. In a
word, the mind has more than a syntax, it has a semantics.
T'he reason that no computer program can ever be a mind is

simply that a computer program is only syntactical, and
minds are more than syntactical. Minds are semantical, in
the sense that they have more than a formal structure, tlrcy
have a content.

To illustrate this point I have designed a certain thorrglrt-
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(.\l)('r.inr('nt. Irnagine that a bunch ol.c,
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w r i r {.c,-, u f-og.u.., th at will ." 
" 
o;Tt:';;11::1ililtJ:

lrrtc tlrc understancling of Chinese. So, fo. .*u_pl., if_the com_prrrtcr is given a question in Chinese, ii will matcfr,fr" qr.rir"irgainst its memory, or data base, and produce appropriateirnswers to the questions in Chinese. Suppose lor the sake of.iirgument that the computer,s answers are as good as those ola native Chinese speakei. Now then, does the computer, on thebasis o1'this, understand Chinese, does it literally understandChinese, in the way that Chinese ,p"uk.., understand Chi_nese? Well, imagine that you are loci.ed in a room, and in thisroom are several baskets {ull of-Chinese symbols. Imagir.e thutyou (like me) do not understand a word of-Chinese, but thatyou are given a rule book in English for manipulating theseChinese symbols. The"rules ,p..ily the marripulations of.thesymbols purely brmally. in i"r., ol rheir synrax, nor tlreirsemantics. So the rule might say: ,Take a squiggle_squigglesign out of basket n,rrr-rbe.-orre urrd prriit """i,J?rq;;*?i;:squoggle sign from basket number rwo., Now ,uppor.1-t u,some other Chinese symbols are passed into the .oo_, urlathat. you are given further .ut.r'tir. pussins back Chinesesymbols out of the room. Suppose that unknown to you thesymbols passed into the .oo-'u.. called ,questions, b; ;;people outside the room, and the symbols you pass back out of.the room are called ,answers to the l""r,ir"r,. Suppose, fur_thermore, that the programmeru o.. ,o sood at designing theprograms and that you are so good at manipulati,rgilr. iy;_bols, that very soon your answers are indistinguishable {iomthose ofa native Chinese speaker. There,;;;;:;;ffi;;;:
room shuffling your Chinese symbols 

^rri purrir,g out Chinesesymbols in response to incorning Chinese symbols. On thebasis ol the situation as I have described it, there is no wayyou could learn any Chinese simply by manipulatins theselbrmal symbols.

_ 
Now the point ol'the story is simply this: by virtue o{.im_plcmenting a lormal computer prosram {rom the point of.view
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of'an outside observer, you behave exactly as if you unclt:r-
stood Chinese, but all the same you don't understand a worcl
ol Chinese. But if going through the appropriate computcr
program fbr understanding Chinese is not enough to giveTorz
an understanding of Chinese, then it is not enough to givt:
anlt other digital computer an understanding ol Chinese. And
again, the reason fbr this can be stated quite simply. If you
don't understand Chinese, then no other computer could
understand Chinese because no digital computer, just by
virtue of'runnins a program, has anything that you don,t
have. All that the computer has, as you have, is a lbrmal
program for manipulating uninterpreted Chinese symbols.-fo repeat, a computer has a syntax, but no semantics. The
whole point ol the parable of'the Chinese room is to remind
us of a {act that we knew all along. Understanding a languaee,
or indeed, having mental states at all, involves more than
just having a bunch of formal symbols. It involves havins an
interpretation, or a meaning attached to those symbols. And
a digital computer) as defined, cannot have more than just
lbrmal symbols because the operation ol the computer, as I
said earlier, is defined in terms ol'its ability to implement
programs. And these programs are purely 1brmally specifiable

that is. t hey have no semantic content.
We can see the lbrce o1-this argument if'we contrast what it

is like to be asked and to answer questions in English, and to
be asked and to answer questions in some language where we
have no knowledge of any of the meanings o{' the words.
Imagine that in the Chinese room you are also given questions
in English about such things as your age or your life history,
and that you answer these questions. What is the difference
between the Chinese case and the English case ? Well again,
if like me you understand no Chinese and you do understand
English, then the difference is obvious. You understand the
questions in English because they are expressed in symbols
whose meanings are known to you. Similarly, when you eive
the answers in English you are producing symbols which are



nr('zrninslul to you. But in the case of'the Chinese, you have
rronc ol'that. In the case olthe Chinese, you simply manipulate
lirrmal symbols according to a computer program, and you
attach no meaning to any of the elements.

Various replies have been suggested to this argument by
workers in artificial intelligence and in psychology, as well as

philosophy. They all have something in common; they are all
inadequate. And there is an obvious reason why they have to
be inadequate, since the argument rests on a very simple
logical truth, namely, syntax alone is not sufficient lbr seman-
tics, and digital computers insofar as they are computers have,
by definition, a syntax. alone.

I want to make this clear by considerinu a couple o1'the
arguments that are o{ten presented against me.

Some people attempt to answer the Chinese room example
by saying that the whole system understands Chinese. The
idea here is that though I, the person in the room manipu-
lating the symbols do not understand Chinese, I am just the
central processing unit ol the computer system. They aruue
that it is the whole system) including the room, the baskets
lull of'symbols and the ledsers containing the programs and
perhaps other items as well, taken as a totality, that under-
stands Chinese. But this is subject to exactly the same objec-
tion I made befbre. There is no way that the system can get
liom the syntax to the semantics. I, as the central processing
unit have no way of figuring out what any ol'these symbols
means; but then neither does the whole system.

Another common response is to imagine that we put the
Chinese understanding program inside a robot. Il the robot
moved around and interacted causally with the world,
wouldn't that be enoush to guarantee that it understood
Chinese? Once again the inexorability of the semantics-
syntax distinction overcomes this manoeuvre. As long as we
suppose that the robot has only a computer for a brain then,
cven though it might behave exactly as if it understood Chi-
ncsc, it would still have no way of gettingfrom the syntax to
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the semantics of Chinese. You can see this if you imagine that
I am the computer. Inside a room in the robot's skull I shuffie

symbols without knowing that some of them come in to me

lrom television cameras attached to the robot's head and

others go out to move the robot's arms and legs. As long as all
I have is a lbrmal computer program' I have no way of
attaching any meaning to any of the symbols. And the {act

that the robot is engaged in causal interactions with the out-

side world won't help me to attach any meaning to the sym-

bols unless I have some way of'finding out about that fact.

Suppose the robot picks up a hamburger and this triggers the

symbol for hamburger to come into the room. As long as all
I have is the symbol with no knowledge of its causes or how it
got there, I have no way of knowing what it means. The causal

interactions between the robot and the rest of the world are

irrelevant unless those causal interactions are represented in
some mind or other. But there is no way they can be if all that
the so-called mind consists o{'is a set of purely fbrmal, syn-

tactical operations.
It is important to see exactly what is claimed and what is not

claimed by *y argument. Suppose we ask the question that I
mentioned at the beginning: 'Could a machine think?' Well,
in one sense, of course) we are all machines. We can construe

the stuffinside our heads as a meat machine. And of course, we

can all think. So, in one sense of 'machine', namely that sense

in which a machine is just a physical system which is capable

of performing certain kinds of operations, in that sense' we are

all machines, and we can think' So, trivially, there are

machines that can think. But that wasn't the question that
bothered us. So let's try a different formulation of it. Could an

artefact think? Could a man-made machine think? Well'
once again, it depends on the kind of artefact. Suppose we

designed a machine that was molecule-for-molecule indis-

tinguishable from a human being. Well then, if you can dupli-
cate the causes, you can presumably duplicate the effects. So

once again, the answer to that question is, in principle at least,



trivially ycs. I1'you could build a machine that had the same
structure as a human being, then presumably that machine
would be able to think. lndeed, it would be a surrosate human
lrcinq. Well. lr-t's try again.

'I'he question isn't: 'Can a machine think?' or: 'Can an
artefact think?' The question is: 'Can a digital computer
think?' But once again we have to bc very careful in how we
interpret the question. From a mathematical point of view,
anything whatever can be described as if it were a digital
computer. And that's because it can be described as instantia-
ting or implementins a computer prosram. In an utterlv
trivial sense, the pen that is on the desk in lront ol me can be
described as a digital computer. It.just happens to have a very
boring computer program. The program says: 'Stay there.'
Now since in this sense, anything whatever is a digital corn-
puter, because anything whatever can be described as im*
plementing a computer program, then once apain, our ques-
tion gets a trivial answer. 01' course our brains are digital
computers, since they implement any number o1-computer
programs. And of-course our brains can think. So once again,
there is a trivial answer to the question. But that wasn't reatrly
the question we were trying to ask. The question we wanted
to ask is this:'Can a digital computer, as defined, think?'
That is to say: 'Is instantiating or implementing the right
computer program with the right inputs and outputs, suffi-
cient fbr, or constitutive of, thinking?' And to this question,
unlike its predecessors, the answer is clearly 'no'. And it is 'no'
lor the reason that we have spelled out, namely, the computer
program is defined purely syntactically. But thinking is more
than just a matter ol manipulating meaningless symbols, it
involves meaninsful sernantic contents. T'hese semantic con-
tents are what we mean by 'meaning'.

It is important to emphasise aeain that we are not talking
about a particular stage ol computer technoloey. The argu-
ment has nothins to do with the fbrthcomins, amazins
advances in computer science. It has nothing to do with the
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distinction between serial and parallel processes, or with the
size of programs, or the speed of'computer operations, or with
computers that can interact causally with their environment,
or even with the invention ol robots. Technological progress
is always grossly exaggerated, but even subtracting the exag-
geration, the development of computers has been quite
remarkable, and we can reasonably expect that even more
remarkable progress will be made in the future. No doubt
we will be much better able to simulate human behaviour on
computers than we can at present, and certainly much better
than we have been able to in the past. The point I am making
is that if we are talking about having rnental states, having a
mind, all of'these simulations are simply irrelevant. It doesn't
matter how good the technology is, or how rapid the calcula-
tions made by the computer are. If it really is a computer, its
operations have to be defined syntactically, whereas conscious-
ness, thoughts, {'eelings, emotions, and all the rest o{'it involve
more than a syntax. Those fbatures, by definition, the com-
puter is unable to duplicate however powerlul may be its
ability to simulate. I'he key distinction here is between
duplication and simulation. And no simulation by itsell'ever
constitutes duplication.

What I have done so f'ar is give a basis to the sense that those

citations I began this talk with are really as preposterous as

they seem. There is a puzzling question in this discussion
though, and that is: 'Why would anybody ever have thought
that computers could think or have feelings and emotions and
all the rest of it?' After all, we can do computer simulations of
any process whatever that can be given a formal description.
So, we can do a computer simulation of the flow of'money in
the British economy, or the pattern of power distribution in
the Labour party. We can do computer simulation of rain
storms in the home counties, or warehouse fires in East Lon-
don. Now, in each ol these cases, nobody supposes that thc
computer simulation is actually the real thing; no onc sup-

poses that a computer simulation o{'a storm will leavc us:rll
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wct, or a computer simulation of a fire is likely to burn the
house down. Why on earth would anyone in his right mind
suppose a computer simulation of mental processes actually
had mental processes? I don't really know the answer to that,
since the idea seems to me, to put it frankly, quite crazy from
the start. But I can make a couple of speculations.

First olall, where the mind is concerned, a lot o{'people are
still tempted to some sort of behaviourism. They think i{-a
system behaves as if it understood Chinese, then it really must
understand Chinese. But we have already refuted this form
of behaviourism with the Chinese room argument. Another
assumption made by many people is that the mind is not a
part of the biological world, it is not a part of' the world of-
nature. The strong artificial intelligence view relies on that in
its conception that the mind is purely lbrmal; that somehow
or other, it cannot be treated as a concrete product ofbiologi-
cal processes like any other biological product. There is in
these discussions, in short, a kind of'residual dualism. er
partisans believe that the mind is more than a part of'the
natural biological world; they believe rhat the mind is purely
formally specifiable. The paradox of this is that the ar
literature is filled with fulminations against some view called
'dualism', but in fact, the whole thesis ol'strong Ar rests on a
kind of dualism. It rests on a rejection ol the idea that the
mind is just a natural biological phenomenon in the world
like any other.

I want to conclude this chapter by putting together the thesis
of the last chapter and the thesis of this one. Both of' these
theses can be stated very simply. And indeed, I am going to
state them with perhaps excessive crudeness. But i{'we put
them together I think we get a quite power{ul conception of
the relations of minds, brains and computers. And the argu-
ment has a very simple logical structure, so you can see
whether it is valid or invalid. The first premise is:
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r. Brains cause minds.

Now, of course, that is really too crude. What we mean by
that is that mental processes that we consider to constitute a
mind are caused, entirely caused, by processes going on inside
the brain. But let's be crude, let's just abbreviate that as three
words brains cause minds. And that is just a fact about how
the world works. Now let's write proposition number two:

z. Sltntax is not suficientfor semantics.

That proposition is a conceptual truth. It just articulates
our distinction between the notion of-what is purely fbrmal
and what has content. Now, to these two propositions ,- that
brains cause minds and that syntax is not sulficient fbr seman-
tics -- let's add a third and a lourth:

g. Computer programs are entirel2 dejned fut their .formal, or
l2ntactical, structure.

That proposition, I take it, is true by definition; it is part o{'
what we mean by the notion of a computer program.

4. Minds haue mental corLtents; specfficall2, the2 haue semanlic
contents.

And that, I take it, is just an obvious fact about how our
minds work. My thoughts, and beliefs, and desires are about
something, or they reler to something, or they concern states
of affairs in the world; and they do that because their content
directs them at these states of affairs in the world. Now, {iom
these Ibur premises, we can draw our first conclusion; and it
lbllows obviously from premises 2, 3 and 4:

CowcLUSroN r. No computer program fu itself is sfficient to

tiue a sltstem a mind. Programs, in short, are not minds, and thel are
not b1t themselues suffcientJbr hauing minds.

Now, that is a very powerful conclusion, because it means
that the pro.ject o1'trying to create minds solely by designinu
programs is doomed from the start. And it is important r()
re-emphasise that this has nothing to do with any particul:rr
state of technology or any particular state of the complexirr
o1' the program. This is a purely lbrmal, or logical, result lr ,, r, ,

a set of-axioms which are asreed to by all (or nearly alll r;l r!,,
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(lisl).ta.ts concerned. That is, even most ol' the hardcore
.rrtlrusiasts fbr artificial intelligence agree that in |a.ct, as a
.r,.tter ol-biology, brain processes cause mental states, and
they agree that programs are defined purely fbrmally. But il'
you put these conclusions tosether with certain other things
that we know, then it follows immediately that the project o{.
strong ar is incapable of fulfilment.

However, once we have got these axioms, let,s see what else
we can derive. Here is a second conclusion:

CoNcLUsroN 2. The u.ta1,t that brain ifunctions cause minds
cannot be solely in uirtue oJ'running a cornputer program.

And this second conclusion follows fiom conjoining the
first premise together with our first conclusion. That ir, fro*
the fact that brains cause minds and that programs are not
enough to do the job, it lollows that the way that brains cause
minds can't be solely by running a computer program. Now
that also I think is an important result, because it has the
consequence that the brain is not, or at least is not just, a
digital computer. We saw earlier that anything can trivially
be described as il'it were a digital computer, and brains are
no exception. But the importance of this conclusion is that the
computational properties of the brain are simply not enough
to explain its functioning to produce mental states. A;d
indeed, that ought to seem a commonsense scientific con_
clusion to us anyway because all it does is remind us o{'the
Iact that brains are biological engines: their biology matters.
It is not, as several people in artificial intelligence have
claimed' just an irrelevant {'act about the mind that it happens
to be realised in human brains.

Now, from our first premise, we can also derivc a third
conclusion:

CoNcrusr oN 3. Anltthing else that causecl minds would haue
to haue causal powers at least equiaalent to those of the brain.

And this third conclusion is a trivial consequence of our
{irst premise. It is a bit like saying that if my petrol ensine
drives my car at seventy-five miles an hour, then any diesel
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engine that was capable of'doing that would have to have a
power output at least equivalent to that of my petrol engine.
Oi'course, some other system might cause mental processes

using entirely different chemical or biochemical features from
those the brain in fact uses. It might turn out that there are
beings on other planets, or in other solar systems, that have
mental states and use an entirely different biochemistry from
ours. Suppose that Martians arrived on earth and we con-
cluded that they had mental states. But suppose that when
their heads were opened up, it was discovered that all they
had inside was green slime. Well stiil, the green slime, if it
functioned to produce consciousness and all the rest ol their
mental life, would have to have causal powers equal to those
ol'the human brain. But now, from our first conclusion, that
programs are not enough, and our third conclusion, that any
other system would have to have causal powers equal to the
brain, conclusion {bur fbllows immediately:

CoNcLUSToN 4. For an2 artefact that we might build which
had mental states equiualent to human mental states, the implementa-

tion of a computer program utould not b1 itself be suficient. Ratlter tlte

artefact utould haue to haue powers equiualent to the powers of the

human brain.
The upshot of'this discussion I believe is to remind us of

something that we have known all along: namely, mental
states are biological phenomena. Consciousness, intention-
ality, subjectivity and mental causation are all a part of our
biological life history, along with growth, reproduction, the
secretion o{'bile, and digestion.


